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1 INTRODUCTION 

This document defines the interface for selective-using instrument teams to request 
downlink of specific periods of selective data. This interface is the Selective downlink 
ReQuest List (SRQL).  
 

1.1 Overview of planning cycles wrt instrument boresight 
updates 

Planning 
cycle 

Relationship to the Boresight 

SAP / 
Mission-
level 

As for LTP 

LTP Minor / Indirect 
At LTP, selective will be modelled in a very simplified way, most 
likely just as a constant average load into the downlink for each 
selective-using instrument. No selective requests from ITs will 
occur. 

STP Major. 
At STP intervals (i.e. typically weekly) the ITs using selective shall 
submit their requests for selective downlink.  

VSTP None. 
Currently all downlink planning is done at STP 

1.2 Mission phases 

Selective downlink applies only during NMP, plus test activities like the foreseen dress 
rehearsal at the end of Cruise phase. 

1.3 Applicable Documents 

1.4 Reference Documents 
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1.5 Acronyms 

 
CP Cruise Phase 
EFECS Enhanced Flight Events and Communication Skeleton 

Also called planning skeleton. This is a SOC-extended version of the FECS that comes from MOC 
which details the spacecraft events 

EMP Extended Mission Phase 
FITS Flexible Image Transport System 
IOR Instrument Operational Request 
ITs Instrument Teams 
LIF Low-latency Instrument Frame, as defined in [LLFITSICD]. 

Not strictly a single frame, since each optical path or detector has its own LIF. 
One way to think of the LIF is as a Solar Orbiter convention on how the LL FITS spatial axes shall 
be used, such that all Solar Orbiter imaging instruments shall have e.g. CTYPE1 and CTYPE2 defined 
(in ordering and sign) in a way that they map to the sky in the same broad sense, even if the precise 
orientations are not identical at low-level. 

LL or LTPLLD Low-Latency Data 
That “thin-slice” of science data that can always be downlinked promptly to ground 

LTP Long-Term Planning 
MOC Mission Operations Centre.  

For Solar Orbiter this is ESOC in Darmstadt. 
NAIF Navigation and Ancillary Information Facility 

The part of NASA responsible for maintaining the SPICE software toolkit used (broadly) for 
spacecraft geometry calculations. We use “NAIF-SPICE” to distinguish this toolkit from the SPICE 
instrument 

NECP Near Earth Commissioning Phase 
NMP Nominal Mission Phase 
p-VSTP That part of VSTP where pointing is planned 
RS Remote Sensing 
RSW Remote Sensing Window 
SAP Science Activity Plan 

The top-level science plan of how solar orbiter will utilise the time within CP, NMP, EMP to fulfil its 
science goals 

SC Spacecraft 
SOC Science Operations Centre 

For Solar Orbiter this is ESAC near Madrid 
SRQL Selective downlink ReQuest List 
STP Short-Term Planning 
TAC Turn-Around Calibration 

Complements LLD as prompt science link to ground. Because a “fatter slice” of science can come 
through this (compared to LLD) it is normally OFF, and only enabled for specific activities that need 
it (those where there is a mandatory tight space->ground->space loop needed), and then only when 
the downlink can support it. 

VSTP Very Short Term Planning 
WRT With Respect To 
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2 HOW SELECTIVE IS ORGANISED ONBOARD 

2.1 Basics 

Selective data is routed by APID to an instrument specific store on the SSMM. This store is 
separate from the instrument’s bulk science store (where all data is to be downlinked by 
default). Nothing is downlinked for the selective store unless: 

 The instrument team requests that it is downlinked, according to this ICD, or 
 Exceptionally, when the SC downlink has nothing else to bring down then data from 

the selective store may fill the otherwise unused downlink. 
 
Selective downlink was introduced as a way to mitigate the limited data-return of Solar 
Orbiter. Particular science data streams would be allowed to generate at higher-mean rate 
than their downlink share could support, but only a fraction of these streams would actually 
be brought to ground. However the onboard storage is also limited. As such it is necessary 
to limit the latency of the selective data onboard, otherwise the higher rate leads to 
disproportionally huge selective stores.  
 
Therefore the selective stores are expected to cycle (overwrite) much more quickly than the 
bulk stores, order of 4 weeks instead of order of several months. Therefore teams have to 
decide if they want to downlink particular events promptly and request them. And the 
subsequent downlink has to occur promptly, avoiding the multiple months of latency that 
can apply to bulk science. 

2.2 “Balancing” of selective and bulk downlink 

There is a plan for each instrument’s science downlink allocation per pass. This is embedded 
within the construction of the TMC (there remains one TMC per instrument). Selective 
requests count towards this allocation to avoid unfair treatment of selective-users compared 
with other instruments. In other words, selective request downlink is balanced against the 
corresponding instrument’s bulk science downlink. Especially heavy selective downlink in a 
period implies reduced bulk downlink implies increased overall bulk latency. 
 
This is represented in the TMCMs as follows. The MiBs of the “you-are-here” is the 
combination of bulk science generation and selective downlinked. For corridor 
navigation the instrument team may use decreased bulk generation to compensate increased 
selective downlink and v.v. 

2.3 Repurposing 

Because of the limited overall SSMM volume, each instrument’s selective store takes volume 
away from their bulk store to conserve the combined instrument volume. It’s therefore 
possible that, in periods of poor comms performance, the volume of the selective store is 
needed instead for bulk storage.  
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If this occurs, selective handling will be stopped, the selective store cleared and the newly 
generated bulk data routed to selective store until the TM backlog situation comes back 
under control. This is called repurposing. 
 
In the TMC this is reflected by a new curve between the existing min and max curves, called 
the indicative repurposing line.  
 
Repurposing is not automatic, but is a manual operation. It has to be done early to avoid 
overwriting of bulk. Full details are not yet worked out. Most likely, in early instances, 
approach towards the indicative repurposing line will trigger a telecon with the IT to decide 
on if and when to repurpose. 
 
A side-effect of repurposing is that the normal FIFO arrival of bulk on ground is disturbed. 
The bulk routed temporarily to the repurposed selective store will arrive on ground before 
the preceding bulk that was routed to the normal bulk store. This is necessary to bring 
selective store back into use efficiently. 
 
It is possible for the instrument team to avoid repurposing by navigating their corridor to 
stay below the indicative repurposing line. With the increase in comms performance and the 
use of the 3 SSMM modules it is plausible that repurposing can be avoided completely. 
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3 ORGANISATIONAL ASPECTS 

3.1 Timeline 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1, Timeline of the selective request 

 
Figure 1 shows the overall context of the selective requests. This ICD covers the orange arrow 
representing delivery from the ITs to the SOC. Note the following: 

 Turn-around time is significant. For RPW the store was sized according to 4 weeks at 
an assumed writing rate.  

 The green period addressed in each cycle is not required to align with STP boundaries 
and is not tracked via this ICD. It should normally be contiguous with the end of the 
period addressed in the previous cycle. 
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Data onboard 
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SOC planning 

MOC planning and uplink to spacecraft 

Downlink of requested data, folded into passes within STP-N 
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4 DETAILED INTERFACE 

4.1 Structure of the content 

The SRQL file is a XML file containing a header plus a list of selective requests. Each selective 
request contains the time range to be downlinked from the selective store, plus an estimate 
of the volume used to help manage the organisation of the requests wrt specific passes. 
 
Header 
genTime The time that the product was produced. Updates every 

time the product is created, including changes that are 
limited to expansion of the measurement section 

instrument Duplicates the [instrum] within the filename 
missionSTP Duplicates the [mission-STP-number] within the filename 

N.b. this is the STP within which the downlink of the 
requests occurs. It is not related to the STP in which the 
data was generated 

srqlVersion Duplicates the [version] within the filename 
ICDVersion Maps to the version of this document, in form vN_M 

Followed by a list (zero to many) of individual requests 
request 
startTime The time defining the start of this request range in YYYY-

DDDThh:mm:ssZ format 
endTime The time defining the end of this request range in YYYY-

DDDThh:mm:ssZ format 
estimatedVolume (MiB) The expected volume of the entire request, at 

packet-level, including CCSDS headers etc. Floating point. 
 
Requests should be placed in their appropriate time ordering within the file, i.e. downlink of 
selective is “FIFO with gaps”. This minimises the chance of overwriting before downlink. 
 
Because of the “balancing” approach the total volume of selective requests in an STP should 
not exceed the volume given to that instrument’s science downlink in the same STP. The 
latter can be determined by looking at the increase in the TMC minimum curve over the STP. 
Often this constraint will be no problem, but it may be relevant during the worst performing 
comms periods. SRQLs that contain too much total volume will be rejected. 
  
“Empty” SRQLs (i.e. header but no individual requests) are allowed and are the means to 
confirm that no requests are made within a particular STP. (This is different to the approach 
wrt empty IORs). 
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5 DELIVERY ASPECTS 

5.1 Delivery mechanism and deadlines 

Selective requests are sent to SOC via GFTS. 
 
Nominally they should be sent at the same time as the STP IORG but as an independent file 
(i.e. not inside the IORG zip of IORs). But if one delivery (IORG or SRQL) has to be up-issued 
for any reason, the other shall not be resent unless it too has changed content. 
 

5.2 Filename 

The filename shall take the form 
 SRQL_S[mission-stp-number]_[instrument]_V[version].SOL 
 
Where 

[mission-stp-number] is the three digit number of the STP cycle within the mission 
during which the requests will be downlinked 
[instrument] is one of the four character instrument ID a mnemonic used elsewhere 
in the mission 

SEPD EPD 
SRPW RPW 

[version] is a two digit version that starts from 01. It start from 01 again for each new 
instance of a SRQL having different preceding fields. 
 

 
Example:  

SRQL_S197_SRPW_V01.SOL 
 
CRRs will be sent following initial checks on the SOC side. The CRR replaces the .SOL suffix 
of the SRQL with .CRR. Thus the CRR corresponding to the example above is: 

SRQL_S197_SRPW_V01.CRR 
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5.3 Graphical representation of the schema 

 

 
 
Figure 2, SDRQ schema diagram 
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6 OPEN ISSUES AND DISCUSSION POINTS 

6.1 S15 versus S13 

Originally Service-13 downlink was foreseen for downlinking selective requests. Currently, 
due to an SSMM limitation / constraint, S13 cannot be used with odd-length packets and 
most instruments produce such. Mitigations are in discussion. In the short-term at least it is 
likely that some or all selective downlink will be done on S15 instead. 
 
Either S15 or S13 can be used to operate selective downlink. S13 allows the balancing of 
selective against bulk to be accurately controlled whereas with S15 the balancing is more 
stochastic. S15 responds more flexibly when things are not running to plan. S15 requests may 
get lost on failed passes, but selective requests on S13 will tend to be small and temporarily 
stall the S13 link for other users. 
 
In principle this is a SOC issue to solve and should be largely transparent to the ITs. 

6.2 Missed last packet 

Because of the way the SSMM constructs time-based retrievals the very last packet within 
the given time-range will not be downlinked. For a continuous data-stream this is easily 
mitigated by adding some seconds to the endTime. But selective is mostly not concerned 
with continuous production. Extending the end time of burst-produced TM by some seconds 
beyond the end of the burst does not change the last packet of the range, and therefore 
doesn’t recover the packet. 
 
In principle the very last samples of e.g. a 15 minute burst event are not expected to be 
critical. However compression schemes might spread the effect beyond the affected packet. 

6.3 Non FIFO ordering of requests 

In section 4.1 it says: 
Requests should be placed in their appropriate time ordering within the file. 

This FIFO ordering of requests is to maximise the protection of data from overwrite prior to 
downlink. I.e. moving through the requests in the same order that they will be overwritten. 
It may be possible to revise this if we see in practise that we maintain significant margin 
on the selective store. This potentially would give the ITs the option to defer the decision to 
downlink a marginal event until the subsequent week, depending on what activity occurred 
in the meantime. 
This relates also to the open issue 6.5 

6.4 “Freeze” the selective store 

Consider the following scenario. The spacecraft experiences something like the Carrington 
event. The selective store fills with very valuable science data, but much more volume than 
fits promptly within the normal selective handling. In order to prevent subsequent “routine” 
events from overwriting parts of the valuable data before it can be downlinked, the decision 
is taken to temporarily stop the storage of further selective data. 
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In writing this ICD some consideration was given to including service calls to facilitate the 
above under SOC SSMM control. However:  

 the SRQL cycle is only weekly, not very prompt 
 Currently SOC does not have the sequences available to implement this downstream. 

 
On balance we think that the cleaner solution, if this scenario were to occur, would be an IT 
PDOR to suspend the instrument’s writing of the selective data in the first place. 

6.5 Request failures due to overwriting 

If new data is written to the selective store particularly fast, then it may happen that desired 
data is overwritten before it can be downlinked. Within limits, this can be avoided if the 
“design” mean rate of writing used for store sizing is conservative (i.e. high). But it can always 
happen in practise that this rate is exceeded.  
 
If the overwrite is known before the IT plans their SRQL1 then it is annoying (data is lost and 
cannot be requested) but is not an issue affecting how the SRQL is implemented. More 
problematic is if the data is overwritten between sending the SRQL and the downlink actually 
occurring. At the current time the “balancing” of selective with bulk is foreseen to be done 
open-loop. In this case it could happen that an instrument’s bulk downlink would be 
penalised on the basis of selective data that in fact did not subsequently come to ground. 

                                                                    
 
1 This interface is not providing the means to determine this. We think it is enough for ITs to know the volume of the store 
and track the instrument’s writing of selective data volume over time. Some additional protection could be added by 
considering the number of days reserved for implementing the SRQL 


